Selling diamond
jewelry online as
elegantly as the gem!
rasbor

Highlight

How Rasbor and Diamonds
Factory collaborated in bringing
about high performance of the
site and resultant surge in sales
Headquartered in London, Diamonds Factory has carved out a high standing in

At CAGR 7.46%, global
Diamond Jewelry market
valued at $80 Billion in
2014 from $60 Billion in
2010.

the Diamond jewelry business through its impeccable service and affordable
quality products such as earrings, pendants, bracelet, and other offerings. The
business has matured through four generations of its founders and has customer
base across 70 countries. Diamonds Factory works with and adheres to guidance
from number of globally renowned institutions such as World Diamond Council,

In US alone, e-tailers
account for 13% of the
total jewelry sales and
18% of volume.

International Diamond Council and British Jewelers’ Association, among others.
Sourcing for Diamonds is done from across the globe.
Traditionally backed with Diamonds manufacturer, Diamonds Factory became
global with online multi-country store in 2009. This provided Diamonds Factory
Competitive Advantage as well as global reach. It has master showroom in
London and five offices worldwide.

“Diamonds are women’s best friend.” goes
the ages old popular saying, and Rasbor
through its work has just brought the two
even closer for Diamonds Factory.

“Rasbor’s performance
optimization packaged
service has helped
Diamonds Factory
achieve the impressive
show the present site
delivers.”

“Our Bespoke Design
Service will convert your
ideas into design to

transform it into elegant
diamond jewelry designs
as per your needs.

decreased load on servers, etc.
Rightly, Diamond Factory assessed
that Rasbor fitted best for
addressing these challenges.
In 2013, the global luxury market
grew 5% to $288 Billion, with
diamond jewelry having share of
$72 Billion with growth of 3% over
2012. Also, online stores are

Optimized and encoded
content

grabbing a good share of the
market. In US alone, e-tailers
account for 13% of the total jewelry
sales and 18% of volume.
Exhibiting CAGR 7.46%, global
Diamond Jewelry market valued at

Promote B2B bulk
ordering

$80 Billion in 2014 from $60
Billion in 2010. The growth trend is
expected to continue. Moreover,
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The challenge
A very efficient platform for
satisfying and trust generating
required for catering to customers

faster pages, reduced image size,

Driving trust generated to an
even higher level

purposes.

are 'just for you'.” -

highly optimized site – one with

Delivering excellent user
experience

remaining 5% for investment

experience was a core pillar

The Diamonds Factory wanted a

Complete turnaround in site
performance

95% diamond market, while just

Bespoke service designs
Diamonds Factory.

Objective:

Consumer demand accounts for

worldwide. Having customers
purchase the exquisite gem from
the site, Diamonds Factory
correctly determined that the site
must generate the experience
driven trust through its high and
glitch-free performance. Notably,
Diamonds are the most sought after
luxury good for personal use as well
as gifting.
Rasbor ensured the site is
optimized for the best results.
Performance Optimization was the
chief task Rasbor was entrusted
with. In addition, there were host of
additional challenges that needed
to be addressed.

With rich experience
accumulated through
high-quality projects on
Performance
Optimization (PI) for
numerous clients,
Rasbor is armed with
expertise needed for
pulling off any level of PI
master piece.

Solutions Delivered
Faster Image Loading – All images were reduced to optimum sizes,

Solution

without compromising their high definition clarity, so that they can be
loaded to front end faster. A range of tools were leveraged to achieve best
results. This activity improved site performance to a great extent.
Lightning fast images impressed Customers with mesmerizing Diamond
jewelry pieces right after they landed on the site plus instant information
availability made the overall experience all the more worthwhile.
Minifications – All files, CSS and Java Scripts, were reduced in size
removing any extra comments, references that utilized the sacred space
without changing the intended functionality. Diligent implementation of
this process resulted into significant size reduction and consequent
optimization in performance.
Compressed Web Contents – All webpages and style sheets were
compressed before sending them over to browser. This activity reduced
the transfer time from server to browser by a significant amount and
thereby added to performance.
Together, Minifications and Compressed Web techniques brought about a
noticeable turnaround in performance of the site.
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Faster products and
content loading
Optimized files and scripts
leading to less database storage
and improved performance
Faster page loading due to
implemented web caching
technique
Faster content fetching from
web servers due to compressed
web content

Web Caching – Through this

Impact
Smooth and trust
generating user
experience

and customer time on site

HTML pages and images, fetched

due to optimized image

and stored in cache memory thus

size

bandwidth usage and server load.

loading

Network ensured web contents are
distributed to user locations based
on proximity criteria. This resulted
in increased speed across all
locations, irrespective of user’s
positioning with respect to the
server. This formed the backbone
for true global user experience.
Testing conducted across locations
showed significant improvement.
Improved Initial Page Load Time –
Applying First-Thing-First principle,
initial loading was provided utmost
importance while certain scripts
executions were deferred for their
due time. This made a considerable
improvement on time taken for
initial loading thereby giving
customers a very impressive
experience.
Benefits to the client


A huge 69% improvement
in page load time



An impressive 69%
improvement in page load
time was accomplished by
Rasbor’s team of technology
experts.
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Faster navigation through
the site due to faster page

Integration with Content Delivery

Global buyer
experience
smoothened
even further



next access. It led to decrease in

Global Content Delivery –

Landing experience
enhanced due to
faster home page

Increased purchase rate

technique web contents, such as

facilitating faster retrieval for the

Average time
spent on site
shot-up



Enhanced customer
experience due to
optimized Performance of
the site



Reduced cost due to
decreased load on the
servers



Enhanced user experience

Technology Stack







MySQL (RDBMS database)
PHP cache
Web cache
Customer Javascript and CSS minifications
tools
HHVM server for better performance

Top features


Blazing fast product image loading for

delightful customer experience


Site landing time reduced by 69 percent



Reduced bandwidth and server load



Improved overall performance and feel of the
site

Results
Cost reduced due to decreased
bandwidth and server load

Impressive load time led to
repeat customers

Encoded content resulted into
optimized site

Instant information availability
led to greater trust among
customers
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rasbor - We are the next generation digital transformation agency.
We speak Design semantically right with Technology.
Our passion to craft unique and complex eCommerce experience encourages us to
deliver pathbreaking solutions.
What motivates us? Our People. Our Passion. Our Persistence.
Rasbor was established in the year 2012 with the purpose of generating
multifaceted workforce for the eCommerce domain. We are proud to be among the
early adapters of Magento in India. Our team of 110 people are adding value to
nearly 300+ businesses on national and international level.
We are the ﬁrst movers in Magento 2 implementation with our other disruptive
solutions like Haatify, Designa, SubCom and Mebly.
The drive to succeed and create something unconventional is our differentiator. Our
5D process of Discover, Design, Develop, Deploy and Digitize covers a plethora of
services that will help you implement best eCommerce practices in optimal time
with maximum beneﬁts.

